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Abstract— India is a developing country, there for road 

development is necessary for our country and roads plays 

virtual role in it. And road way is a largest transportation 

system in India. by the use of geoweb in the road construction 

the material used can be reduced. Geoweb is a type of 

geosynthetic material, which is manufactured in three-

dimensional interconnected cells, most studies have been 

focused on the behavior of geoweb-reinforced bases under 

loading. Geoweb can be used for pavement under the 

repeated loading. In study, geoweb-reinforced bases with of 

infill materials, (Base Aggregate type1) are tested and 

compare with the unreinforced bases under repeated loading. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Geosynthetic reinforcement is grounds improvement over 40 

years, it has been improving the performance of paved and 

unpaved roads. Geosynthetics reinforcement are used to 

provide good bearing capacity also reduce required base 

thickness, improve the life of the pavement by the minimizing 

maintenance requirements  

 One of major reasons for that theories and design 

methods for geoweb have been lagging behind the 

applications in the field. 

 The ideas of cellular confinement were developed 

by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer in 1970s. The geoweb 

then were water-resistant resin. Later metallic Geoweb 

chosen to obtain the strength requirements but they proved 

handling difficulty and high cost. Geoweb have also been 

made using geoweb sheets jointed by bodkin bars (for 

example, Carter and Dixon). 

 The pavement is basically classifie into flexible 

pavements and rigid pavements. Majority of the pavement 

across the globe is flexible  

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 High volume traffic pavements transfer their traffic load 

typically on asphalt or concrete treated surface over a base 

course layer & distribute the load on subgrade. When the 

subgrade soil is weak or unable to support adequate traffic 

loads for long time duration due to either traffic or 

environmental loads, there will permanent deformation in the 

pavements. The loads bearing capacity of the pavements is 

expensive. Using smart materials can offer reduce life-cycle 

cost by improve structural as well as reducing of deformation 

and thickness as well as pavement that are construction cost 

efficient, eco-friendly, beneficial for the community, and 

useful for engineering purpose of Material and test. 

III. GEOWEB 

Geoweb are strong, Light weight, three dimensional systems 

from ultrasonically welded High-Density Polyethylene 

(HDPE) that are expandable to multiple honeycomb like 

structure.   

 Geoweb are filled with compact of mixture of soil 

and aggregate which is confined within the wall. The 

combination forms a rigid to semi‐ rigid structure. The depth 

of the geoweb as well as the size of each unit can vary as per 

design requirements. 

 
Fig. 1: Figure shows Base aggregate type1 

 Aggregate base is contained of crushed rock capable 

of passing through 20mm down to dust. It is used in base of 

the roadway also for backfilling. 

 
Fig. 2: 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 Following Step is to be adopted 

1) Test on filler Material 

2) Selection of geoweb. 

3) Testing with filler material. 

4) Analysis of base reduction and load distribution. 

 Test on Filler material. 

1) Impact Test. 

  Impact Value= 23.68%  

2) Crushing Test. 

Crushing Value= 28.14%   

3) Los Angeles Abrasion Value   

              Abrasion Value= 12.4%  

4) Water Absorption Test on Aggregate 

 Water Absorption Value =0.81% 
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5) Specific Gravity  

 Specific Gravity Value =2.64 

6) Flakiness & Elongation Test. 

 Combined Flakiness & Elongation  

 Index = 23% 

 
Fig. 3: 

 On Single cell the compression load was applied is 

=30.85KN. Repeating load 3 times. Load and respective 

displacement is been given in the table below 

TABLE I: Displacement with load 

Nos 
Loads 

(kN/m2) 

Cycle1 

Displacement 

(mm) 

Cycle2 

Displacement 

(mm) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

3 

6 

9 

12 

15 

18 

21 

24 

27 

30 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.4 

2.1 

3.6 

4.3 

5.1 

8.1 

8 

8 

8.1 

8.4 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

8.7 

8.8 

8.8 

 Analysis of base reduction and load distribution 

Base Reduction. Depth of filling of 150mm < As per IRC 

road base range is base of pavement minimum 250mm. So it 

reduces the depth of pavement base. 

 By the figure it can be understand that there is 

reduction in depth 

 

 
 By the figure which shows the load distribution on 

base layer and road there is difference between the load 

distribution with geoweb reinforced road and without 

reinforced road. 

 In geoweb reinforced road the load distribution is in 

wide area which increase the load bearing capacity of road   

 Geoweb Reinforcement Mechanisms  

There are two geoweb reinforcement mechanisms which 

reduce permanent deformation and interlocking to the the 

base material aggregate that reduces  the permanent 

dispression of  material and slab effect on base layer and 

improves the load distribution  on  load distribution between 

or without geoweb reinforcement. Geoweb reinforcement 

provide the good performance of the pavement by three 

mechanisms (1) lateral confinements (2) improved bearing 

capacity (3) tensioned effect 

V. CONCLUSION 

The literature involving, laboratory and numerical study 

results. Which shows that Geoweb materials can use as 

reinforcement, Pavement can be improved by providing 

Geoweb at the one-third to base of pavement. Geoweb helps 

in less permanent displacement in the subgrade layer by 

distributing the traffic load over a large area of subgrade. 

Approx half of the base reduction from geoweb 

reinforcement. by interlocking when it is placed. design 

results that about 20% to 40% thickness reduction is possible 

by geoweb in pavement design, greater thickness reduction 

stronger subgrade materials. efforts are needed for establish 

the guideline for placement  q geoweb in the 

pavement. 
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